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Circular permutation (CP) is a protein sequence rearrangement in which the amino- and carboxyl-termini
of a protein can be created in different positions along the imaginary circularized sequence. Circularly
permutated proteins usually exhibit conserved three-dimensional structures and functions. By compar-
ing the structures of circular permutants (CPMs), protein research and bioengineering applications can be
approached in ways that are difficult to achieve by traditional mutagenesis. Most current CP detection
algorithms depend on structural information. Because there is a vast number of proteins with unknown
structures, many CP pairs may remain unidentified. An efficient sequence-based CP detector will help
identify more CP pairs and advance many protein studies. For instance, some hypothetical proteins
may have CPMs with known functions and structures that are informative for functional annotation,
but existing structure-based CP search methods cannot be applied when those hypothetical proteins lack
structural information. Despite the considerable potential for applications, sequence-based CP search
methods have not been well developed. We present a sequence-based method, SeqCP, which analyzes
normal and duplicated sequence alignments to identify CPMs and determine candidate CP sites for pro-
teins. SeqCP was trained by data obtained from the Circular Permutation Database and tested with nonre-
dundant datasets from the Protein Data Bank. It shows high reliability in CP identification and achieves an
AUC of 0.9. SeqCP has been implemented into a web server available at: http://pcnas.life.nthu.edu.tw/
SeqCP/.

� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Circular permutation (CP) is a phenomenon of protein sequence
rearrangement. The amino (N) and carboxyl (C) termini of proteins
correlated by CP are in different locations. Two proteins can be
considered as circular permutants (CPMs) when the C- and N-
termini of each protein can align with the middle of the sequence
of the other protein. The cutting site is defined as the CP site. Nat-
urally occurring CPs have been reported to be the products of post-
translational modifications [1–5] and genetic events such as
deletions after duplication [5–10] and exon shuffling [5,11,12].
For a set of CPMs with the same origin, the folding nuclei, struc-
tural stability, substrate diversity, or enzymatic activity may be
influenced by CP, but the three-dimensional structures and func-
tions of the CPMs are generally conserved [6,13–17].

CP is useful in protein structural and functional studies [6,10,13–
20]. It canalsobe appliedas abioengineering technique for adjusting
the solubility [21], stability [21–23], enzymatic activity [19,21,22],
ligand binding affinity [19,23], or functional diversity [22,23] of pro-
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teins. For example, Nagaratnam et al. created fully-active human
Taspase1 CPMs for broader applications in anticancer therapeutics
[20]. Novel fusion proteins [24], molecular sensors [25,26], or pro-
tein splits [27,28] can be created by CP, such as the fluorescent cal-
cium sensor created by Tsien’s lab [25]. Despite these powerful
applications, trial-and-error is still inevitable in CP-based bioengi-
neering because predicting the structure of circularly-permuted
proteins is still challenging [29]. CPmay not be infrequent in nature.
However, current CP searchmethods are not efficient enough or are
inapplicable for proteins without known structures. If there can be
an efficient sequence-based CP search algorithm, many more CP
data can be detected from current protein databases. Such data shall
be informative for CP-bioengineering [10,30] and protein functional
annotations [31], andwill help improve CP cutting site and CP struc-
ture predictions [29,32].

Since CPMs usually possess similar structures, existing CP
search methods preferentially use structural information to iden-
tify this phenomenon. Structure-based methods can be classified
into domain- and subunit-based algorithms. The first category
includes Structural Homology by Environment-Based Alignment
(SHEBA) [33] and the Genetic Algorithm for Nonsequential, Gapped
protein STructure Alignment (GANGSTA+) [34]. The SHEBA creates
a CP site in the middle of the query protein and aligns the per-
muted query protein against the target protein. The alignment
result is used to update the CP site, which in turn, is used in a back-
ward process to refine the alignment. According to the final align-
ment, if the target protein is structurally similar to the permuted
query, the two proteins are considered a pair of CPMs, i.e., a CP pair
[35]. The GANGSTA+ aligns secondary structure elements in pro-
tein domains to identify specific connections interpretable as evi-
dence of CP [36]. The subunit-based category is represented by
Circular Permutation Search Aided by Ramachandran Sequential
Transformation (CPSARST) [31] and Combinatorial Extension with
Circular Permutations (CE-CP) [37]. In CPSARST, the query protein
structure is transformed into a structural text string [38], and both
the normal and duplicated query structural strings are searched
against a pretransformed structural string database for homologs.
For each hit target protein from the database, its structural string
alignments with the normal and duplicated query strings are com-
pared to identify the CP site. A normal and a circularly permuted
structural alignment based on the CP site are applied to superim-
pose the query and target structures. If the structural similarity
score of the permuted superimposition is higher than the normal
score, the query and target proteins are considered a CP pair
[31]. CE-CP uses combinatorial extension (CE) [39] to structurally
align a duplicated query protein against a target protein. If both
copies of the duplicated query protein can be aligned on the target
and the gap size is <30 residues, the two proteins are considered a
CP pair [37].

Despite the high sensitivity of these methods in detecting CP,
they require structures. Since only a small proportion of the pro-
teins in protein databases have determined structures, it is likely
that most CPMs have not been identified because of the inapplica-
bility of structure-based methods. In addition, the number of pro-
teins in structure databases has been increasing exponentially, and
structure-based CP search methods may be too time-consuming to
perform large-scale database searches. For example, CPSARST can
scan 53 thousand pairs of polypeptides per minute using one
CPU [31], and at the time of this article writing, the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [40,41] contains 110,417 nonredundant polypeptides
that form 12,192 million pairs; hence, screening the current PDB
with CPSARST will require 3,848 hours, or 160 days. Sequence-
based CP search methods, which do not need to perform compli-
cated steric and geometric computations, could be much faster.
Moreover, sequence comparison may more reliably determine
the evolutionary relationship between identified CP pairs than
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structure comparison, which may not distinguish homologous pro-
teins, proteins that share a common origin, from analogous pro-
teins, proteins that result from convergent evolution.

Although sequence-based CP search methods have been avail-
able, the last development was in 2005 [42]. In the past two dec-
ades, the amount of sequence data has increased so much that
these pioneering methods may not be efficient enough to handle
the current massive protein sequence databases. The pioneering
sequence-based CP search methods include the method developed
by Uliel et al. [43,44] and a motif-based algorithm developed by
Weiner et al. [42]. The Uliel algorithm consists of three steps. First,
using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [45], a duplicated query
sequence is aligned against a target sequence, and their edit dis-
tance is used to determine whether they are a candidate CP pair
[43]. Second, the CP candidacy is validated with the exact algo-
rithm where the query sequence is circularly permuted at all resi-
due positions to align against the target sequence. Third, if the CP
candidacy is sufficiently high, a dot matrix is generated for manual
inspection to determine the final candidacy. The motif-based
method developed by Weiner also applies the Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm. The query and target sequences are reduced
to strings of domain identifiers with the ProDom method [46].
After the duplicated query and target domain strings are aligned,
if the alignment shows CP-specific features, the proteins are iden-
tified as a CP pair [42]. Compared with the sensitivity of structure-
based CP detection methods, which estimate that 13 % or more
proteins have CPMs, the performance of these sequence-based
methods seems low, as they showed that < 0.2 % of proteins pos-
sess CPMs [31,35–37,42–44]. Therefore, an efficient sequence-
based CP search method is still needed.

In this project, we aimed to develop an efficient sequence-based
CP search method, and the result of our efforts is the proposed
SeqCP algorithm. SeqCP aligns the normal and duplicated query
sequences against a target protein database and analyzes the align-
ments to identify CPMs. Our data show that SeqCP is reliable for
identifying CP pairs and determining the positions of CP sites.
We have also illustrated that SeqCP is promising for identifying
complete templates for the structural modeling of circularly per-
muted proteins. The advantages of SeqCP over structure-based CP
detection methods include the independence of known structures
and a high speed, e.g., 33 times faster than CPSARST, the fastest
structure-based method [31]. SeqCP would also outperform con-
ventional sequence-based methods in speed since it detects the
CP relationship between sequences with only two alignments
instead of the exhaustive alignments as applied in Uliel’s algo-
rithm. Theoretically, SeqCP should have a higher sensitivity in CP
detection than Weiner’s method because it does not rely on accu-
rate motif/domain annotations. The SeqCP algorithm has been
implemented into a web server available at http://pcnas.life.nthu.
edu.tw/SeqCP/.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Overview of the proposed method

SeqCP uses four steps to search for the CPMs of a query protein
against the user-specified target sequence database (Fig. 1). The
target database can be any collection of protein sequences such
as a UniRef dataset [47,48] and the NCBI protein sequence dataset
[49], as long as the sequences are stored in a FASTA format text file
[50,51]. Step 1, screening: SeqCP uses the normal and duplicated
query protein sequences to align against the target database and
retrieves a list of candidate CPMs of the query protein. Only the tar-
get proteins that can be aligned with both the normal and dupli-
cated query sequences are considered candidate CPMs. Step 2,

http://pcnas.life.nthu.edu.tw/SeqCP/
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of SeqCP. SeqCP aligns the normal and duplicated query protein sequences against a target sequence database. The alignments are used to detect candidate
CPMs. For each candidate CPM, the normal and duplicated query sequence alignments are compared to compute the SeqCP scores for the final filtration, after which a list of
CPMs is produced with determined CP sites and pairwise CP sequence identities.
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initial filtration: SeqCP determines candidate CPMs of the query
protein based on 1) length differences between the query and tar-
get sequences, 2) the locations of CP sites on the target proteins
computed according to the alignment between the duplicated
query and target sequences, 3) the boundary shift of alignments
between the query and target sequences, and 4) the identity differ-
ence between the aligned CP fragments. Step 3, scoring: For each
candidate CPM passing the initial filter, the SeqCP score is calcu-
lated based on the alignments of normal and duplicated query
sequences. Step 4, output: SeqCP makes a list of the identified
CPMs in order of descending SeqCP score along with a variety of
additional information, including the locations of CP sites and cir-
cularly permuted sequence identities.
2.2. Experimental datasets

2.2.1. CPDB dataset
This dataset was directly obtained from the CPDB (Circular Per-

mutation Database) [52], which was constructed by automatic
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CPSARST searches and manual verifications based on the nonre-
dundant PDB of 2007 [31,52]. The CPDB dataset contained 2,238
polypeptides, constituting 4,169 nonredundant CP pairs (see File
S1). CP pairs in this dataset were classified as high-quality and
marginal CP pairs based on the procedure described in Subsection
2.5. The discriminatory features between high-quality and
marginal CP pairs applied to formulate the SeqCP score were
identified by statistical analysis of this dataset, meaning that this
CPDB dataset was the training set of the SeqCP method.
2.2.2. NrPDB100-2007
This nonredundant PDB 2007 dataset contains 26,349 polypep-

tides sharing < 100 % sequence identities. The original CPDB was
established using this dataset. Therefore, after the SeqCP score
was formulated, we performed all-against-all SeqCP searches on
this NrPDB100-2007 dataset to examine how many CPDB-
registered CP pairs could be identified by SeqCP with a series of
discriminatory score thresholds. In other words, the NrPDB100-
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2007 was the testing set for determining the optimal discrimina-
tory threshold of the SeqCP score.

2.2.3. NrPDB100-2019
This 100 % sequence identity nonredundant PDB dataset with

85,725 polypeptides was downloaded from the PDB server [40]
on July 25, 2019. It was constructed using the BLASTClust algo-
rithm [53] to cluster polypeptide entities possessing � 20 amino
acids. This dataset was utilized to perform large-scale tests of the
SeqCP algorithm.

2.2.4. Manipulation of the PDB files
Protein structure files were downloaded from the PDB. Records

other than ATOM and HETATM in each file were removed. The
HETATM records not describing amino acid residues, such as metal
ions, were also eliminated. The amino acid sequences of the pro-
tein structures were extracted from the manipulated PDB files.

2.3. Determination of the candidate CP site for a pair of sequences

Candidate CP sites were determined based on the alignment
between the duplicated query and target sequences (Fig. 2). The
CP site on the query sequence was computed as the position at
which the first copy of the query started to align with the target.
The CP site on the target sequence was determined as the position
where the second copy of the query was initially aligned. The for-
mulas for these two CP sites are listed below,

CP site; query ¼ aD
qq0 � aD

t þ 1 ð1:1Þ

CP site; target ¼ rD
t ð1:2Þ
Fig. 2. Demonstration of the normal and duplicated query sequence alignments. In th
duplicated query (qq’) sequences. (A) The first aligned residues between q and t are repr
where the superscript N indicates that this alignment is based on the normal query seq
between the proteins is represented by aD

qq0 and aD
t , where D indicates a duplicated query

which is aligned with qD
t on the target sequence. Residue rD

qq0 represents the first residue
xD

t represent the last aligned pair of residues between the two proteins.
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where the superscript D indicates that the alignment is a dupli-
cated query sequence alignment, aD

qq0 is the position on the dupli-
cated query sequence (qq’) with which the target sequence (t) was
initially aligned, aD

t is the position on t with which qq’ was initially
aligned, and rD

t is the position on t with which the second copy of
qq’ was initially aligned (Fig. 2).

In addition to CP sites, the permutation size and the alignment
gap were also calculated based on the duplicated query sequence
alignment. The permutation size is the size of the smaller aligned
fragment on t. The alignment gap (GRcp) is the size of the unaligned
fragment on t between t’s alignments with the two copies of qq’.
The formulas are defined below,

Permutation size ¼ minðqD
t � aD

t ; x
D
t � rD

t Þ ð2Þ
GRcp ¼ rD
t � qD

t � 1 ð3Þ
where qD

t andxD
t are the positions on t with which the first and

second copies of qq’, respectively, ended in alignment (Fig. 2).
2.4. Assessment of the precision of CP site determination using in silico
CP sequences

The in silico random CP dataset prepared in [31] was utilized
to assess the precision of the CP site determination of SeqCP.
This random CP dataset contained 100 protein sequences ran-
domly selected from the PDB. These sequences were considered
as the native (i.e., parental) sequences of the circular permu-
tants. For each native sequence, 99 descendant sequences shar-
ing identities ranging from 99 %, 98 % . . ., to 1 % with it were
generated by in silico mutations (insertions, deletions, and sub-
e SeqCP algorithm, a target protein (t) is aligned with the normal query (q) and
esented by aN

q and aN
t , and the last aligned residues are represented by xN

q and xN
t ,

uence. (B) The black arrows indicate the CP sites. The first pair of aligned residues
sequence alignment. The last aligned residue of the first copy query sequence is qD

qq0 ,
of the second copy query sequence aligned with the target at rD

t . Residues xD
qq0 and
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stitutions), and 99 descendant sequences sharing 99 % to 1 %
decreasing sequence similarities with it were also generated.
CP was introduced into each mutant before the regular muta-
tions. By analyzing the sequence of a CP descendant and the
sequence of its native protein, it was possible to determine the
location at which CP was introduced (i.e., the CP site). In [31],
this determination was implemented by pairwise sequence
alignments using the bl2seq program of the classic BLAST [54].
In this work, the sequence alignment engine was the database
search program blastp of BLAST [53]. We took advantage of
the database search function of BLAST to achieve improved CP
site determination. First, the 100 known native sequences were
collected into a target dataset. Second, for each CP descendant,
its sequence was used to make a normal query for blastp to
search against the target dataset for homologs, and a duplicated
query was then made. Next, from the blastp output for the nor-
mal query, the alignment between the query and its known
native protein was retrieved; the same process was performed
with the duplicated query. Finally, the CP site was determined
as stated in the previous subsection. The parameter settings of
blastp used in this procedure are described as follows: word
size: 2, E-value cutoff: 1.0e + 300, gap open penalty: 10, gap
extend penalty: 3, and initial scoring matrix: BLOSUM45. BLO-
SUM45 is more capable of aligning protein sequences sharing
low identities (as low as � 45 % identities) than BLOSUM62 or
higher identity matrices. The E-value cutoff was set as a very
high value accepted by blastp to ensure that the sequence align-
ments could be fully extended. Other parameters were set
empirically according to the experimental results of the CPSARST
paper [31].

2.5. CE-CP-based standard CP identification procedure

After a pair of proteins, denoted by q (query) and t (target), were
aligned with CE-CP [37], the following eight filtering criteria were
applied to define whether they were a high-quality CP pair.

a. The average length of q and t is � 100 residues, and the ratio
between their lengths, defined below (rl), is � 0.7.

rl ¼ minðlq; ltÞ
max lq; lt

� � ð4Þ

where lq and lt represent the sequence length (number of resi-
dues) of the query and target protein, respectively.

b. The CE-CP program can be successfully applied without
error messages.

c. The number of alignment blocks (CP blocks) determined by
the CE-CP is 2.

d. According to Eq (2), the permutation size is > 20 % of the
length of the larger protein between q and t.

e. The GRcp is < 30 residues (refer to Eq (3)).
f. The span of alignment (the number of aligned residues plus

gap positions) was� 70 % of the larger protein, and the num-
ber of gap positions was < 25 % of the alignment span.

g. Based on the CE-CP alignment, the initial root-mean-square-
distance (RMSD) between q and t is � 5 Å.

h. Manual inspection indicates that a high-quality CP pair does
not contain a large, poorly superimposed region.

2.6. Discriminatory features between high-quality and marginal CP
pairs

Discriminatory features were designed to differentiate CP
pairs of different qualities. For instance, the average sequence
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length, the length ratio between query and target sequences,
and the factors defined in this subsection were applied as dis-
criminatory features. While computing these features, the
parameters of blastp were set as listed in 2.3. The working E-
value cutoff applied to the SeqCP search process is illustrated
in Fig. S1.

2.6.1. Discriminatory features of the initial filtration stage
SeqCP takes advantage of the difference between the normal

query (q) and duplicated query (qq’) in sequence alignments with
the target protein (t) to identify the CP relationship between q
and t. As demonstrated below, most discriminatory features are
derived from the sequence alignments (see Fig. 2 for a graphical
representation of the symbols, such as aD andxD, shown in the fol-
lowing formulas). The feature

RSBqq0 ¼
min aD

qq0 �aD
t

���
���; xD

qq0 �xD
t

���
���; xD

qq0 �xD
t � lq

���
���; aD

qq0 �aD
t � lq

���
���

� �

max lq; lt
� �

ð5Þ
where l represents the sequence length, aD denotes the start

position of the duplicated query alignment in the sequence of
qq’ or t, and xD denotes the end position of the duplicated query
alignment. This feature describes how much the termini of two
proteins are shifted in the duplicated query alignment. RSBqq’
represents the relative shift of aligned boundaries between qq’
and t. The feature

RSBq ¼
min aN

q � aN
t

���
���; xN

q �xN
t

���
���

� �

max lq; lt
� � ð6Þ

where aN represents the start position of the normal query
alignment in the sequence of q or t, and xN denotes the end posi-
tion of the normal query alignment. This feature describes how
much the termini of two proteins are shifted in the normal query

alignment. RSBq represents the relative shift of aligned boundaries

between q and t. The identity difference between alignments is cal-
culated as follows,

IDA ¼ niden;q

nalign;q
� niden;qq0
nalign;qq0

����
���� ð7Þ

where nalign and nident represent the total number of aligned
residue pairs and the number of aligned residue pairs that are iden-
tical amino acids, respectively. For a pair of evolutionarily related
CPMs, the identities of two CP fragments are supposed to be simi-
lar; thus, the difference in identity between the normal query and
duplicated query alignments should be small. The maximal pro-
portion of flanks, a feature that determines whether the target
sequence is globally aligned in the duplicated query alignment, is
calculated as follows:

Maximal proportion of flanks ¼
max aD

t � 1; lt �xD
t

� �

max lq; lt
� � ð8Þ

To ensure that the alignment results between normal and dupli-
cated query alignments are stable, the alignment boundary bias is
calculated as follows:

Alignment boundary bias ¼ max QFB; TFB; QEB; TEBð Þ ð9:1Þ
when aN

q < 20 % � lq:

Query front boundary bias QFBð Þ

¼
lq � aD

qq0 � aN
t � aD

t � aN
q þ 1

� ����
���

max lq; lt
� � ð9:2Þ
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Target front boundary bias TFBð Þ ¼ 0 ð9:3Þ

Query end boundary bias QEBð Þ ¼
xN

q þ lq �xD
qq0

���
���

max lq; lt
� � ð9:4Þ

Target end boundary bias TEBð Þ ¼ xN
t �xD

t

�� ��
max lq; lt

� � ð9:5Þ

else:

Query front boundary bias QFBð Þ ¼
aN
q � aD

qq0

���
���

max lq; lt
� � ð9:6Þ

Target front boundary bias TFBð Þ ¼ aN
t � aD

t

�� ��
max lq; lt

� � ð9:7Þ

Query end boundary bias QEBð Þ

¼
xD

t �xN
t þxN

q

� �
�xD

qq0

���
���

max lq; lt
� � ð9:8Þ

Target endboundarybias TEBð Þ ¼ 0 ð9:9Þ
2.6.2. Discriminatory features of the scoring stage
The discriminatory features used to formulate the SeqCP score

are as follows,

Alignment rate of qq0; ARqq0 ¼ nalign;qq0
max lq; lt

� � ð10Þ

Gap rate of qq0; GRqq0 ¼ ngap;qq0
max lq; lt

� � ð11Þ

Sequence similarity of qq0; Simiqq0 ¼ nsimi;qq0
max lq; lt

� � ð12Þ

where ngap and nsimi represent the number of gaps (internal una-
ligned residues) and the number of aligned residue pairs that are
physiochemically similar amino acids, respectively. These features
describe the alignment quality of the duplicated query.

2.6.3. Scoring stage quality control factors
The fundamental goal of SeqCP is to detect the differences

between normal and duplicated query alignments. High-quality CP
pairs usually had improved alignment scores (e.g., sequence identi-
ties)overmarginalornon-CPpairs.We further inferred that forapair
of high-quality CP proteins, the improvements in various alignment
scores shouldbestable,meaning that the twoalignedregions (before
and after the CP site) obtained by the duplicated query alignment
should be equally homologous. We thus designed a quality control
factor (QCF) based on several alignment-improvement features.
The formulas of QCF and its components are as follows,

Improvement rate of sequence identity; IRIden ¼ niden;qq0
niden;q

ð13-1Þ

Improvement rate of sequence similarity; IRSimi

¼ nsimi;qq0
nsimi;q

ð13-2Þ

Improvement rate of alignment rate; IRAR ¼ nalign;qq0
nalign;q

ð13-3Þ

Averaged improvement rate; IR
�
¼ IRIden þ IRSimi þ IRAR

3
ð13-4Þ
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QCF ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IRIden � IR

�� �2
þ IRSimi � IR

�� �2
þ IRAR � IR

�� �2

2

vuut
ð14Þ

where the abbreviations have all been described in previous
subsections. The QCF is applied in the equation of the SeqCP score
(see 2.7.3) to magnify the difference between high-quality and
marginal CP pairs.

2.7. Criteria for identifying CP pairs in the three stages

2.7.1. Screening
The normal and duplicated query sequences are applied to the

target database search for CPMs of the query. Only the target
sequences that align better with the duplicated query than with
the normal query are considered as candidates.

2.7.2. Initial filtration
To eliminate candidates with poor CP quality, nine criteria are

applied. 1) The average length of the query and target sequences
is � 100. 2) The length difference of the protein pair, computed
as the ratio of the length between the smaller and larger proteins,
is � 0.8; see Eq(4). 3) The CP site is identified by duplicated query
sequence alignments. 4 & 5) The minimum shifts of the boundaries
of alignment between the query and target sequences are
both � 20 %; see Eqs (5 & 6). 6) The identity difference between
normal and duplicated query alignments is � 10 %; see Eq (7). 7)
The maximal proportion of alignment flanks of the target sequence
in the duplicated query alignments is < 0.2; see Eq (8). 8) The align-
ment boundary bias between normal and duplicated query align-
ments is � 0.2; see Eq (9). 9) The duplicated query sequence
alignment rate, that is, the number of aligned residues in the dupli-
cated query sequence divided by the length of the larger protein
is � 0.8; see Eq (10).

2.7.3. Scoring
Seven features are utilized to compute the SeqCP score. 1) the

alignment rate of the duplicated query; see Eq (10); 2) the number
of gaps in the duplicated query sequence alignment divided by the
length of the larger protein; see Eq (11); 3) sequence similarities
computed based on the duplicated query sequence alignment;
see Eq (12); 4–6) the improvement rates of sequence identity, sim-
ilarity, and alignment rate between query and target proteins
when the duplicated query sequence alignment was compared
with the normal sequence alignment; see Eq (13); and, 7) a quality
control factor that ensured the stability of duplicated sequence
alignments; see Eqs (14). Finally, the SeqCP score is defined below,

SeqCP score ¼
Simiqq0 � IR

�
�l� QCF

� �
þ ARqq0 � GRqq0

q
ð15Þ

where ARqq’, GRqq’, Simiqq’, IR
�
, and QCF are described in Eqs (10)–

(14), and l and q are empirical constants applied to adjust feature
weights and could be tuned based on known data. These constants
were trained with the CPDB dataset by observing the distributions
of feature values, SeqCP scores and ROC curve analysis. The values
were determined to be l = 2 and q = 3. Based on Results subsection
3.4., this SeqCP score setup showed stable performance for datasets
of different sizes. A detailed explanation of the meaning of the
SeqCP score is provided in the Discussion.

As we designed the scoring scheme, making the score propor-
tional to the chance of a protein pair being a CP pair was a major
concern. To assess whether this concern was addressed, we also
formulated a confidence factor to describe at each SeqCP score
level (e.g., 0.30–0.35 or 0.80–0.85) the expected proportion of
correctly-determined high-quality CP pairs, as shown below,
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Confidence ¼ NR TP

NR
ð16Þ

where NR is the number of protein pairs at a specific SeqCP score
level and NR_TP is the number of correctly-determined high-quality
CP pairs at the same level. Fig. S2 demonstrates that the confidence
factor is highly correlated with the SeqCP score, indicating that
when a pair of proteins receives a higher SeqCP score, it would
be more likely a high-quality CP pair.

2.8. Statistical analysis

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses and area
under the ROC curve (AUC) computation were performed with the
ROCR package [55]. Five statistical measures, including sensitivity,
precision, specificity, accuracy, and the Matthews correlation coef-
ficient (MCC), for determining the quality of a binary classification
system were also calculated to quantify the performance of SeqCP,
as provided below,

Sensitivity ¼ TP
P

ð17Þ

Precision ¼ TP
TP þ FP

ð18Þ

Specificity ¼ TN
N

ð19Þ

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN
P þ N

ð20Þ

MCC ¼ TP � TN � FP � FNffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TP þ FPð Þ TP þ FNð Þ TN þ FPð Þ TN þ FNð Þp ð21Þ

where T and F denote true/correct and false/incorrect classifica-
tions, P and N are the numbers of known positive (high-quality CP
pair) and negative (otherwise) cases, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of CP site determination with a simulated CP dataset

SeqCP can determine the CP site between proteins; in fact,
whether a CP site can be determined is a critical factor considered
in the initial filtration stage of its algorithm. To assess whether
SeqCP can correctly determine the positions of CP sites, an in silico
random CP dataset (see Subsection 2.4) obtained from the CPSARST
paper [31] was utilized in this experiment. This dataset contains
100 native protein sequences, each mutated in silico into 200 CPMs
of decreasing sequence identities and sequence similarities. There
are 20,000 CPMs in total. As shown in Fig. 3, when the sequence
identities of CPMs were > 20 %, SeqCP could determine the CP sites
as precisely as, or even more precisely than, CPSARST. SeqCP iden-
tified the exact CP sites on the target proteins in at least 80 % of the
retrieved CP pairs when the identity level was higher than 20 % or
the similarity was higher than 40 %.

3.2. CP pairs in the Circular permutation database (CPDB)

The CPDB [52] is currently the largest CP database. To train and
test the SeqCP algorithm, we used the CPDB as the source dataset.
However, the CPDB was constructed with the structure-based CP
search method CPSARST, which may be incapable of distinguishing
CPMs from some internally symmetric proteins or distinguishing
true CPMs from evolutionarily coincident CPMs [37]. Rost sug-
gested that if a pair of structurally similar proteins share < 15 %
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sequence identity, they may have arisen from either divergent or
convergent evolution [56]. To qualify the CP pairs obtained from
the CPDB, we compared the distributions of structure-based
sequence identities of CPDB CP pairs and random protein pairs.
The structure-based sequence identities were computed with CE-
CP [37], a CP detection algorithm now officially utilized by the
PDB [40]. The results showed that a proportion of the CP pairs in
the CPDB exhibited indistinguishable sequence identities from
the random alignments between proteins, implying that some CP
pairs in the CPDB were not significantly evolutionarily related
(see Fig. 4A).

To discriminate CP pairs with high structural similarity or evo-
lutionary relatedness from those with low similarity or related-
ness, a series of structural similarity criteria computed by CE-CP
were applied as filters (see Materials and methods). The CP pairs
with high structural similarity or evolutionary relatedness were
termed the high-quality, and the other pairs were termed marginal
CP pairs in this report. This filtering pipeline was defined as the CE-
CP-based standard CP identification procedure, which was the
foundation for identifying high-quality CP pairs from all the data-
sets used in this work. Ultimately, 480 CPDB CP pairs were identi-
fied as high-quality pairs (Table 1). Comparisons of the
distributions of structure-based sequence identities of the high-
quality CP pairs, marginal CP pairs, and random protein pairs
revealed that the composition of the high-quality CP pairs was very
different from those of the other two types of pairs (Fig. 4B). These
high-quality and marginal CP pairs were used as the positive and
negative cases (see File S1 for a list of these cases) for training
SeqCP in the following experiments.

3.3. Feature selection for identification of the CP relationship between
proteins

To find discriminatory features applicable for distinguishing
high-quality CP pairs (the positive group) from marginal CP pairs
(the negative group), we observed the distributions of several
sequence properties and alignment measures between these
groups. Among various features, 15 were utilized in two different
stages of the SeqCP algorithm, including 1) the average length of
the protein pair (Fig. 5A); 2) rl, the length difference of the protein
pair (Eq (4), Fig. 5B); 3) the CP site that could be identified; 4 & 5)
RSB, relative shift of aligned boundaries (Eqs (5), (6), Fig. 5C, D); 6)
IDA, identity difference between normal and duplicated query
alignments (Eq (7)); 7 & 8) features related to alignment stability
(Eqs (8), (9)); 9) ARqq’, alignment rate of a duplicated query align-
ment (Eq (10), Fig. 5E); 10) GRqq’, gap rate of a duplicated query
alignment (Eq (11), Fig. 5F); 11) Simiqq’, sequence similarity of a
duplicated query alignment (Eq (12), Fig. 5G); 12–14) the improve-
ment rates of sequence identity, similarity, and alignment rate
between normal and duplicated query alignments (Eq (13),
Fig. 5H–J); and 15) QCF, quality control factor (Eqs (14)). See Mate-
rials and methods for more details about these features. After the
scoring stage, every candidate CP pair was assigned a SeqCP score.

We first applied these discriminatory features with the thresh-
olds determined based on their distributions to process the CP
pairs obtained from the CPDB. In the previous subsection, the CPDB
dataset was divided into two groups: high-quality and marginal CP
pairs. We reasoned that if these features can efficiently discrimi-
nate between the two groups, high-quality pairs should be
retained in large quantities, and marginal pairs should be removed
after applying them as filters. Table 2 shows the feasibility of these
features. Among the 480 high-quality and 3,689 marginal CP pairs,
480 and 2,555 pairs, respectively, passed the SeqCP screening
stage, which checked only whether the pairs could produce both
the normal and duplicate query sequence alignments. The nine
fundamental features applied in the initial filtration stage then effi-



Fig. 4. Distributions of structure-based sequence identities in several protein pair
datasets. (A) CPDB vs random protein pairs. There are 4,169 CP pairs in the CPDB.
The distribution of their structure alignment-based sequence identities computed
by CE-CP is shown in this plot. The distribution of CE-CP identities of a dataset
containing 4,169 pairs of proteins randomly selected from the NrPDB100-2007 is
also shown. The dotted line indicates the 15 % identity cutoff, below which the pairs
may be examples of convergent evolution [56]. (B) High-quality vs marginal CP
pairs of the CPDB. After applying several structural similarity criteria computed by
CE-CP [37], 480 pairs from the CPDB were identified as high-quality CP pairs. The
CE-CP structure-based sequence identity distribution of these high-quality CP pairs
significantly differed from that of marginal CP or random pairs. Most high-quality
CP pairs possessed identities > 15 %.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of CP site determination of SeqCP and CPSARST. An in silico CP dataset prepared by [31], in which the CP site, sequence identity, and sequence similarity for
each CP pair were known, was utilized to assess the performance of SeqCP and CPSARST in CP site determination. (A) Accuracy under decreasing sequence identities. (B)
Accuracy under decreasing sequence similarities. The horizontal axis indicates the identity or similarity of CP pairs (10 represents for 0–10 %, and 20 represents for 10–20 %).
The vertical axis is the accuracy, defined as the number of CP pairs for which the CP sites were correctly determined divided by the total number of CP pairs. For CP pairs with
identities > 20 % or similarities > 30 %, SeqCP was more accurate than CPSARST. The identity between sequences is defined as the number of identical residues that were
aligned divided by the total number of aligned residues, whereas the similarity is the number of similar residues that were aligned divided by the total number of aligned
residues. Whether two residues were similar was determined according to whether their amino acid substitution score in the BLOSUM45 matrix was > 0.
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ciently removed marginal CP cases with little influence on the
high-quality CP group. After these two preprocessing steps, only
a small fraction of marginal CP pairs entered the scoring stage.
The staged strategy of SeqCP markedly reduced the computation
time.
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3.4. Identification of the CP relationship between proteins based on the
SeqCP score

Among the features described above, the last six (Fig. 5E–J)
were utilized to define the SeqCP score for the final determination
of the CP relationship between proteins. The formulas of the SeqCP
score are provided in the Materials and methods, Eq (15). To
determine whether this score was promising for detecting CP rela-
tionships, we performed an all-against-all database survey using
NrPDB100-2007 (26,349 proteins), the source dataset of the CPDB
[52]. Every sequence of NrPDB100-2007 was subjected to the
SeqCP pipeline, and NrPDB100-2007 itself was searched for candi-
date CP partners. The screening and initial filtration steps removed
most irrelevant protein pairs (the original number of pairs:
6.94 � 108) and retrieved 726 candidate CP pairs. The SeqCP scores
between all candidate CP pairs were then computed. After this all-
against-all SeqCP computation, all candidate CP pairs were classi-
fied as high-quality and marginal CP pairs by the CE-CP-based
standard CP identification procedure. From the 726 candidate
pairs, 468 were identified as high-quality CP pairs, among which
463 were recorded in the CPDB and had been manually verified
to be high-quality CP pairs as stated above. The distributions of
SeqCP scores in the high-quality and marginal CP pair groups were
then observed. As Fig. 6 shows, the distributions of the two groups
were very different, indicating that the SeqCP score is suitable for
discriminating them. The ROC curve generated according to these
SeqCP score distributions further supported the feasibility of the
SeqCP score. The AUC was 0.89.

From this large number of protein pairs, only 1.05 � 10–4% (i.e.,
726/(6.94 � 108)) were recognized by SeqCP as candidate CP pairs.
From the candidates, a relatively large proportion (64.46 %, or
468/726) were ultimately identified as high-quality CP pairs, which
constituted 96.46 % (463/480) of all high-quality CP pairs in the
CPDB (see Table 1 for the CPDB data and Table S1 for the detailed
data from this experiment). Given these findings, SeqCP is promis-
ing for detecting CP pairs from an extensive database.

In a practical sequence-based CP database search, no structural
data would be available. The SeqCP score is computed purely based
on sequence information. Its discriminatory distributions in the
positive and negative CP groups and high AUC form a sound basis



Table 1
The number of CP pairs after applying a series of structural similarity criteria for filtering.

Criteria CPDB, all pairs CPDB, identity � 15 %a CPDB, identity < 15 %a Random pairs

Original size 4,169 N/A N/A 4,169
Pair lengthsb 3,042 N/A N/A 1,065
Having CE-CP results 3,034 672 2,362 1,060
Number of blocksc 2,866 669 2,197 662
CP site locations 1,462 603 859 45
Gap size between CP sites 1,269 487 782 43
Structure alignment length 681 485 196 0
RMSD cutoff 638 485 153 0
Manual inspection 480 471 9 0

See File S1 for the high-quality and marginal CP pairs identified from the CPDB dataset.
a Calculated based on CE-CP structure alignments.
b Thresholds of protein size and the size difference between proteins (see subsection ‘‘CE-CP-based standard CP identification procedure” in Materials and methods).
c Number of alignment blocks identified by CE-CP.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the selected feature values of the high-quality and marginal CP pairs in the CPDB. The sequence properties or measures applied as filters for SeqCP
included (A) the average length of the proteins, (B) the ratio of the smaller protein length to the larger protein length (see Eq (4) inMaterials andmethods), (C) the minimum
shift of the boundary of alignment between the duplicated query and target sequences, Eq (5), (D) the minimum shift of the boundary of alignment between the normal query
and target sequences, Eq (6), (E) the alignment rate of the duplicated query sequence, Eq (10), (F) the density of gaps in the duplicated query sequence alignment, Eq (11), (G)
the sequence similarities based on the duplicated query sequence alignment, Eq (12), (H) the identity improvement rate in the duplicated query sequence alignment, Eq (13–
1), (I) the similarity improvement rate in the duplicated query sequence alignment, Eq (13–2), and (J) the improvement rate of alignment-rate in the duplicated query
sequence alignment, Eq (13–3). All these CP pairs were obtained from the CPDB. See File S1 for the entity list.
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Table 2
The number of remaining CP pairs after each filtration step.

Stage and filtering criteria Number of high-quality
CP pairsa

Number of marginal
CP pairs

Screening Input data 480 (471) 3,689
Sequence alignments available 480 (471) 2,555

Initial filtration Length thresholds1,2 (Fig. 4A, B) 478 (470) 2,072
CP site identified3 477 (469) 67
Alignment boundary shifts4,5 (Fig. 4C, D) 477 (469) 51
Alignment consistency6–8 472 (468) 34
Alignment rate9 (Fig. 4E) 472 (468) 22

a The number in brackets is the number of pairs sharing � 15 % sequence identity.
1–9 These numbers correspond to descriptions of the nine discriminatory features utilized in the initial filtration stage.
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for its use in the final identification of CP pairs from the candidate
pool. To determine a suitable threshold setting for the SeqCP score,
we computed the MCC, a stringent binary classification quality
measure [57], at each of a series of SeqCP score thresholds
(Table S2). The highest MCC, 0.80, occurred at the threshold 0.60.
The SeqCP score threshold is suggested for future applications of
the SeqCP method.
3.5. Large-scale performance test for the SeqCP method

To test SeqCP in a real scenario, we established a test dataset
using NrPDB100-2019 as the source dataset. This 2019 test dataset
contains 85,725 proteins. After the all-against-all database survey,
which involved 7.35 � 109 pairs of proteins, 13,487 candidate CP
pairs passed the screening and initial filtration steps. These pairs
were subjected to the CE-CP-based standard CP identification pro-
cedure, and 4,929 high-quality CP pairs were identified. Using the
CE-CP-determined high-quality CP pairs as the positive group and
the other candidate CP pairs as the negative group (see Table S3 for
details), we tested the binary classification quality of the SeqCP
score. In the previous experiment based on NrPDB100-2007, we
found that the SeqCP score aptly distinguished high-quality CP
Fig. 6. Feasibility of the SeqCP score for identifying high-quality CP pairs. (A) Distributi
utilized the protein pairs of all proteins from the NrPDB100-2007 dataset. After the initi
was used to determine their CP relationships. The distributions of the SeqCP scores of th
score separated the two groups. After the MCCs at various SeqCP score thresholds based
distinguished by a threshold of 0.60, as indicated by the dotted line. (B) The distributions
NrPDB100-2019 dataset. High-quality and marginal CP pairs were well distinguished by t
NrPDB100-2007 and NrPDB100-2019 datasets. The high AUC value indicates that the Se
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pairs from marginal pairs at a threshold of 0.60. As shown in
Fig. 6B and Table 3, with the 2019 test dataset, the MCC obtained
at the suggested SeqCP score threshold of 0.60 was the highest
among the MCCs for all the tested thresholds. The AUC was 0.88
from NrPDB100-2019 (Fig. 6C). A more rigorous test was also per-
formed by eliminating homologous sequences of NrPDB100-2007
from NrPDB100-2019 prior to the SeqCP all-against-all survey. As
demonstrated in File S2: Independent test for the SeqCP method,
the AUC was 0.81 and the MCC produced at the suggested SeqCP
score threshold was 0.43. The stable SeqCP score thresholds and
the AUC results in these datasets indicated that SeqCP is stable
and suitable for identifying CP pairs.
3.6. Case studies

3.6.1. Circularly permuted structure modeling of protein
UPI00057E200D

UPI00057E200D is a choice-of-anchor J domain-containing pro-
tein recorded in UniProt. It has no full-length homolog in the PDB
and thus requires more effort to get suitable templates for its
structural modeling. Using UPI00057E200D as the query, we
applied SeqCP to search against PDB and found that it actually
ons of the SeqCP scores between the high-quality and marginal CP pairs. This test
al filtration, 726 candidate CP pairs remained. The CE-CP-based standard procedure
e high-quality and marginal CP pair groups were assessed to observe how well this
on these distributions were computed, the two groups were determined to be well
of SeqCP scores between the high-quality and marginal CP pairs identified from the
he suggested SeqCP score threshold of 0.60. (C) ROC curves of the SeqCP scores of the
qCP score is feasible for detecting CP relationships between proteins.



Table 3
Binary classification performance of the SeqCP score for a test dataset composed of proteins from NrPDB100-2019.

SeqCP score threshold Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy MCC

0.85 1.30 % 99.81 % 80.00 % 63.81 % 0.0697
0.80 11.42 % 98.97 % 86.48 % 66.98 % 0.2335
0.75 20.71 % 96.20 % 75.85 % 68.61 % 0.2718
0.70 51.86 % 91.54 % 77.93 % 77.04 % 0.4871
0.65 71.39 % 87.08 % 76.09 % 81.34 % 0.5932
0.60 79.89 % 84.86 % 75.24 % 83.04 % 0.6399
0.55 86.63 % 79.33 % 70.71 % 82.00 % 0.6388
0.50 92.41 % 65.05 % 60.36 % 75.05 % 0.5574
0.45 97.63 % 38.26 % 47.66 % 59.95 % 0.3983
0.40 99.92 % 2.76 % 37.18 % 38.27 % 0.0975
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had a high-quality CPM, the lysine-specific cysteine protease with
PDB entity 3m1hA. The CP site for 3m1hA on UPI00057E200D was
residue 71, and the SeqCP score for this site was 0.72. When the
normal sequence and the residue-71 circularly permuted sequence
of UPI00057E200D were used to run SWISS-MODEL modeling [58],
the results of template searching were very different, as shown in
Fig. 7.

When the normal sequence of UPI00057E200D was used as the
modeling target, the best template was 3m1hA with only 54 % cov-
erage. When the circularly permuted sequence of UPI00057E200D
suggested by SeqCP was used as the target, the best template iden-
Fig. 7. Template search results of protein UPI00057E200D. Using the normal sequenc
identified by SWISS-MODEL had low target coverages. When UPI00057E200D was circul
used as the modeling target, the top templates identified by SWISS-MODEL had high cove
Fig. 8.
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tified by SWISS-MODEL was still 3m1hA, but the coverage rose to
96 %. The models of normal UPI00057E200D and the SeqCP-
suggested permutant generated based on the optimal templates
are demonstrated in Fig. 8. Because of the low target coverage
for the normal UPI00057E200D sequence, large proportions of
the models were structurally undetermined. In contrast, the model
of the UPI00057E200D permutant was fully constructed. The well-
known protein structure prediction method AlphaFold2 [59,60]
was also tested, and the overall confidence score of the structure
it predicted was high (Fig. 8D). The model constructed based on
SeqCP results and the structure predicted by AlphaFold2 were very
e of protein UPI00057E200D (UniProt ID) as the modeling target, the templates
arly permuted at residue 71 according to its CPM discovered by SeqCP before being
rages and sequence identities. The structures of the constructed models are shown in
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similar (RMSD: 1.20 Å, number of aligned residues: 154). These
results demonstrate that SeqCP provides an easy way to predict
the structure of CP proteins and may help to investigate the func-
tion of novel proteins that have no known collinear structural
homologs.

3.6.2. Circularly permuted protein structure modeling for protein
A0A388KU10

A0A388KU10 is a proton-translocating NAD(P)(+) transhydro-
genase. According to its UniProt annotation, it contains two
domains related to alanine dehydrogenase. The lengths of the
two domains are only 139 and 166 residues, respectively, while
the protein has 1,079 residues. In other words, it has no full-
length and closely related homolog in the PDB. Using
A0A388KU10 as the query, we applied SeqCP to search against
the PDB and found several high-quality CPMs. For instance,
A0A388KU10 was correlated with PDB 6qtiA (a nicotinamide
Fig. 8. Structural modeling results for protein UPI00057E200D. (A) Model constructed b
PDB 3m1hA by SWISS-MODEL. As indicated by the confidence class based on the AlphaFo
particular, a large N-terminal region was missing. The coverage of the modeling structu
normal sequence of UPI00057E200D and another optimal template, PDB 4itcA, by SWISS-
missing. (C) Model constructed based on the SeqCP-suggested CPM71 sequence of U
constructed with high overall quality. (D) Model constructed based on the normal seque
model C (green; SeqCP) and model D (magenta; AlphaFold2). The N-/C-termini are r
constructed based on SeqCP results highly resembled the structure predicted by AlphaFo
carbon pairs. These results demonstrate that SeqCP helps identify an appropriate CP-rel
SeqCP may, thus, help correctly predict the structures of such novel proteins. (For interp
web version of this article.)
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nucleotide transhydrogenase) by CP at residue 475 with a SeqCP
score of 0.72. The results of template searching with SWISS-
MODEL for the normal and CPM475 sequences of A0A388KU10
are shown in Fig. 9. With the same optimal template (PDB 6qtiA),
after the CPM sequence suggested by SeqCP was used, the target-
template coverage rose from 49 % to 90 %, and the global sequence
identity rose from �22 % to 41 %. As demonstrated in Fig. 10, large
proportions of the models constructed with the normal
A0A388KU10 sequence were structurally undetermined. In con-
trast, the model based on the CPM475 sequence of A0A388KU10
was fully constructed.

There is a predicted structure of A0A388KU10 in the AlphaFold
Protein Structure Database [59,61] (Fig. 10D). Compared with this
AlphaFold2 model, the model created based on SeqCP results was
more similar to the CPM template 6qtiA (Fig. 10E). Since this
template is a homodimeric protein [62], we supposed that the
difference between the AlphaFold2 and SeqCP models is because
ased on the normal sequence of UniProt UPI00057E200D and the optimal template
ld per-residue confidence score (from 0 to 1), this model possessed a low quality. In
re is represented by the gray area in the box. (B) Model constructed based on the
MODEL. This model possessed low quality, with a large proportion of the C-terminus
PI00057E200D and the template 3m1hA by SWISS-MODEL. The model was fully
nce of UPI00057E200D by AlphaFold2 [59]. (E) Structural superimposition between
epresented by spheres, where the light colors indicate the C-termini. The model
ld2. The RMSD between the two structures was 1.20 Å, with 154 closely aligned a-
ated template for modeling proteins with no known collinear structural homologs.
retation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the



Fig. 9. Template search results for protein A0A388KU10. When the normal sequence of UniProt A0A388KU10 was used as the modeling target, the templates identified with
SWISS-MODEL exhibited low alignment coverages and low global identities. When A0A388KU10 was circularly permuted at residue 475 before modeling, the top templates
had remarkably improved coverages and sequence identities. The structures of the constructed models are shown in Fig. 10.
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AlphaFold2 modeled A0A388KU10 as a monomer. However, the
length of A0A388KU10 was too long to predict its dimeric form
using the protein complex mode AlphaFold2 server [60], which still
had many restrictions on sequence length and computation time at
the time of the writing of this article.

3.6.3. The YbeA RNA methyltransferase
YbeA RNA methyltransferase is a side-by-side homodimeric

protein (PDB 1ns5) [63]. Recently, we discovered by X-ray crystal-
lography that performing CP at residue 74 for this protein can turn
it into a 3D domain-swapped dimer, where each monomer exhibits
an open form structure (PDB 5zyo) [64]. When there are such cases
that a CP pair showed significant structural differences, SeqCP can
still detect their CP-relationship while structure-based CP-
detecting algorithms may not. For instance, the SeqCP score
between the native YbeA RNA methyltransferase 1ns5 and its
CPM74 5zyo was high (0.94) with a full-length alignment, whereas
the CE-CP reported that their alignment ratio was only 75 % (116
out of 155 residues). To generate a structural model for the
sequence of 1ns5 CPM74, the template suggested based on SeqCP
search was 5zyo. As shown in Fig. 11C, the model of 1ns5 CPM74
generated with this template by SWISS-MODEL is in a correct 3D
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domain-swapped open form. Interestingly, AlphaFold2 predicted
1ns5 CPM74 as a closed-form structure, regardless of whether
the classic or protein complex mode AlphaFold2 server was used
(Fig. 11D and 11E, respectively). These results indicate that SeqCP
is promising for modeling CPMs even when CP stimulates confor-
mational changes or influences the method of protein complex
formation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Precision in determining CP sites between permutants

In this work, SeqCP was evaluated with an in silico random CP
sequence dataset, which was also used to assess the core algorithm
of CPSARST [31]. SeqCP was more precise than the latter in deter-
mining the exact position of the CP site between protein sequences
(Fig. 3). The outperformance of SeqCP came from the application of
database searching instead of pairwise alignments. The sequence
alignment algorithm applied by SeqCP is the database searching
version of BLAST (the blastp program), but the one applied by
CPSARST in the experiment was the pairwise BLAST (the bl2seq
program). Database searching can yield valuable information based



Fig. 10. Structural modeling results for protein A0A388KU10. (A) Model constructed based on the normal sequence of UniProt A0A388KU10 and the template PDB 6qtiA by
SWISS-MODEL. A large N-terminal region was missing because of low target coverage. (B) Model constructed based on the normal sequence of A0A388KU10 and the template
PDB 4o9uB by SWISS-MODEL. A large proportion of the C-terminus is missing. (C) Model constructed based on the SeqCP-suggested CPM475 sequence of A0A388KU10 and
the template 6qtiA by SWISS-MODEL. This model had a higher target coverage than models A and B. (D) A0A388KU10 model produced by the AlphaFold Protein Structure
Database. The color indicates the quality of the models. (E) Structure superimposition of models C (green; SeqCP) and D (magenta; AlphaFold2) and the template 6qtiA (gray)
for model C. The model constructed based on SeqCP results is structurally more similar to the known CPM template structure than that constructed by AlphaFold2. The N- and
C-termini are represented by light and dark spheres, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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on homologs identified from the target dataset to help identify the
optimal alignment between the query and target sequences, such
as the E-value and lambda value [53]. We hypothesize that if the
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PSI-BLAST algorithm and position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM)
[53] are applied, the precision of CP site determination can be fur-
ther improved. Follow-up experiments are required to verify this



Fig. 11. Structural modeling results for YbeA RNA methyltransferase. (A) Structure of PDB 1ns5, the native YbeA. Chain A is in green and chain B is in magenta. (B) Crystal
structure of PDB 5zyo, the CPM74 structure of 1ns5. Chain A is in green and chain C is in magenta. After CP, the conformation of this protein changes from a closed form into a
3D domain-swapped open form. (C) The model of 1ns5 CPM74 constructed based on the template suggested by SeqCP, with the SWISS-MODEL applied. (D) AlphaFold2 model
of 1ns5 CPM74. The classic mode of AlphaFold2 was applied. (E) AlphaFold2 homodimer model of 1ns5 CPM74. The protein complex mode of AlphaFold2 was applied. The
color codes for the quality of models C–D are shown on the right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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hypothesis. However, it is expected that although the precision of
CP site determination can be increased via these accurate align-
ment algorithms, the time cost may also increase.

4.2. Improvements of SeqCP over sequence-based CP detection
methods

The last published sequence-based CP search method is a motif-
based algorithm developed by Weiner et al. in 2005. The motif-
based algorithm identified 93 CP pairs out of 153,646 nonredun-
dant proteins in the ProDom database v.4.2 (released in 2004)
[42]. With the SeqCP score threshold set as 0.6 as suggested, SeqCP
searched 26,349 nonredundant proteins in NrPDB100-2007 and
identified 468 candidate CP pairs, where 435 CP pairs were high-
quality CP pairs. The results demonstrated that SeqCP could effi-
ciently identify many more CP pairs than existing sequence-
based CP search methods. Instead of considering the sequence
alignment only, SeqCP also used several features related to the
alignment qualities and CP characteristics to select and score can-
didate CP pairs. These features allow SeqCP to identify CP pairs
with low identities, making it more sensitive than existing
sequence-based methods. Moreover, we have implemented the
SeqCP algorithm into a web server for easier access at higher
throughput by the user than command-line programs. The user
can perform multiple sequence searches with just one query.
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4.3. Advantages of SeqCP over structure-based CP detection methods

The ability to perform CP analysis without relying on structural
information is an advantage of SeqCP over structure-based CP
detection algorithms. If knowing the structures of protein materi-
als is required for CP detection, the scope of applications would
be limited. In addition, in this postgenomics era, protein sequences
are determined at an unprecedented speed. Since the number of
sequences is increasing much more rapidly than the amount of
protein structural data, much more information regarding CP will
be extractable from the current protein sequence databases than
from structure databases. Even though the sensitivity of the
sequence-based algorithm SeqCP may be lower than that of
structure-based methods, its sequence-based nature may help pre-
vent confounding CP and the internal symmetry of protein struc-
tures [37]. It may also aid in distinguishing actual CP occurrences
from CP-like structures caused by convergent evolution, such as
those in some cases of helix bundles. When CPMs have conforma-
tional changes, SeqCP may be a better choice for detection than
structure-based CP detection algorithms. Another advantage of
SeqCP is its speed. For instance, the all-against-all SeqCP survey
performed on NrPDB100-2007 took only 397 min using one CPU.
Since 6.9 � 108 protein pairs were scanned in that experiment
(Table S1), the scanning speed of SeqCP was approximately 1.75
million pairs per minute. For reference, CPSARST could scan � 53
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thousand pairs per minute using the same hardware [31]. SeqCP
was 33 times faster than CPSARST. The high speed of SeqCP makes
it feasible for large-scale studies or applications of CP.
4.4. Meaning and recommended thresholds of the SeqCP score

The SeqCP score describes how much the alignment quality
between the duplicated query sequence and the target is improved
over the normal query sequence and target. The results of perfor-
mance assessments obtained with the test dataset (NrPDB100-
2007) and the final evaluation dataset (NrPDB100-2019) suggest
that the optimal threshold of this score for discriminating high-
quality CP pairs from marginal ones is 0.60 (Fig. 6 and Table 3).
At this threshold, the SeqCP sensitivity is 80–93 % (average:
86 %), and the specificity is also approximately 86 % (Table 3 and
Table S2), meaning that among all known high-quality CP pairs,
�86 % will receive a SeqCP score > 0.60, and among all the protein
pairs determined not to be high-quality CPMs by SeqCP, �86 % will
be correct determinations. When the SeqCP score distributions of
these datasets, the sizes of which varied by threefold, were
compared, the results were similar enough to indicate that the
performance of SeqCP is stable. For applications where positive
determinations are critical, we suggest setting a higher SeqCP score
threshold. For instance, using a threshold of 0.75 will reduce the
number of candidate CPMs by 21 % but at the same time remove
96 % of unlikely cases (Table 3). In this manner, by sacrificing the
reported number of high-quality CPMs, a higher probability of cor-
rect positive determinations can be achieved.
4.5. Applications and future studies

We have demonstrated that SeqCP is applicable for identifying
suitable CP templates for modeling proteins without appropriate
colinear homologs (Figs. 7–11). Although manually combining par-
tial modeling results from SWISS-MODEL based on normal query
sequences may still establish full-length models in some cases,
such a jigsaw puzzling procedure would render large-scale CP
studies difficult. The AlphaFold2 [59] algorithm is theoretically
promising for modeling CP structures. However, its current imple-
mentation seems insufficiently thorough in modeling oligomeric
proteins, especially when significant conformational change is
stimulated by CP (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11). Predicting protein complex
structure is still challenging. The SeqCP can be very helpful for
structural modeling of proteins with high-quality CPM structures,
including dimers, as demonstrated by the tested cases. However,
SeqCP by itself is just a CPM search algorithm; only when applied
along with modeling algorithms will its benefit in structure predic-
tion manifest. The AlphaFold2 server is frequently updated. We
suppose that if the SeqCP procedure can be integrated into the
AlphaFold2 pipeline in the near future, the accuracy of CP structure
prediction will be greatly enhanced. We have been developing an
automated system, CirPred, for predicting the circularly permuted
structure of a protein sequence at any given cutting site [29] by
integrating the CPM template search by SeqCP and viable CP struc-
tural modeling based on the CPred and (PS)2 algorithms [32,65].
This integrated CP modeling system will be a powerful tool for
research and applications in which CP protein engineering plays
a critical role. In the present study, we developed several discrim-
inatory features to identify high-quality CP pairs. These features
are very suitable for machine learning, which we will soon utilize
to improve the SeqCP system. Additionally, new features composed
of predicted secondary structural information [66,67] will be
applied. We will also use SeqCP to construct a sequence-based
CP database that is expected to be much more extensive than
structure-based CP datasets. With the assistance of this database,
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the natural prevalence, taxonomy, and evolutionary mechanisms
underlying CP can be studied in detail.
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